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Dear editor,

Thank you for considering our manuscript for the well-respected journal of BMC Medical Education. We have chosen to submit our article to your journal as we believe it is in line with the themes and topics your journal is publishing.

According to the email from your editorial office on the 10th of March 2015 that was written responding our submission of the article “Rwandan family medicine residents expanding their training in South Africa - the use of South-South electives in enhancing learning experiences” MS: 1337023614163135, there were several primary changes that needed to be made to this article before it would be considered for review. We have made changes accordingly:

1. Line numbering was added to the document
2. Email addresses of all authors were added on the title page
3. A line on competing interests was added
4. A detailed explanation of all authors contributions to the article was added
5. Acknowledgements was moved to the end of the article

Having this done we hope you will be able to review the article. We appreciate your critical review.

Yours sincerely,

Maaike Flinkenflögel

On behalf of all authors